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Blvnp Incorporated, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Do you have a creative
imagination and are into master and slave role playing? Then this book will suit your choice of
entertainment. WARNING: Not for the faint of heart. This compilation contains lots of man to man
sex, gay romance, and lots of erotic scenes. Read at your own risk. In More Than A Friend, Matt
never thought what to expect after he was abducted to be straightened out. But when he meets his
master, Sky, everything in him softens, and he starts to fall in love with the man who was tasked to
discipline him and inflict pain. Nick learns this the hard way, when the contract he signs to
eliminate his gambling debts turns him into the star and slave of handsome, pornography mogul
Steve Leandros. Things go from bad to worse when Nick lands in the hospital after suffering from
his customer s cruel abuse, leading Nick s strict, wealthy parents to discover what their son has
been up to in college. Will Nick ever regain his self-confidence after his devastating trauma? Max...
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ReviewsReviews

This book will not be straightforward to start on studying but really fun to read. it absolutely was writtern really flawlessly and helpful. You can expect to
like just how the writer write this publication.
-- Glenna Goldner-- Glenna Goldner

This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel
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